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Abstract: In Wireless Sensor Networks, where two–tier architecture is used; the storage nodes hold the data collected by sensors acting
as mediator between sink and sensors. This will help in efficient query processing in WSN. However, in reality the storage nodes are the
center of attraction to attackers. Recently Chen and Liu proposed a protocol that will protect the WSN and support privacy preserving
range queries. This protocol uses a novel technique for encoding data, queries and results in such a way that the whole communication
is secured. In this paper we implemented a custom simulator which demonstrates the proof of concept. The empirical results revealed
that the proposed security approach is effective.
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1. Introduction
WSNs are widely used application where human presence is
not required or not possible. For instance they can be
deployed for earthquake prediction, building safety
monitoring, environment sensing and so on. In this paper
two-tier architecture is considered for WSN for effective
storage & retrieval. The architecture is as shown in fig.1.
The storage node gets data from sensors and it is meant for
storing only. The sensor nodes are responsible to sense data
from surroundings and send the data to storage node. The
sink is privileged to make range queries on storage node and
take the required information. This architecture is flexible
and ensures efficient storage. Sensors also save power by
sending data to nearest node. Sensors are also relieved from
storage as storage takes place in storage node. This kind of
architecture is explored in [9],[11],[12],[6]. There are
commercially available known as RISE [13], and
StarGate[14].
The inclusion of special storage node causes security
problems in WSN. The storage node is subjected to various
attacks. Therefore it is important to secure communication in
the WSN that is based on two tier architecture. Chen and
Liu[8] presented a security protocol that ensures data
integrity in WSN. The communication between the storage
and sink is encoded thus making is secure. To preserve
integrity and security SafeQ propose a new data structure
called neighborhood chains to generate integrity verification
information so that a sink can use this information to verify
whether the result of a query contains exactly the data items
that satisfy the query. Prior solution to this problem is
proposed by Sheng and Li[1] which has two[2], [3] the data
and the power consumption is more which reduces the
lifetime of WSN. In this paper we built a customer simulator
the simulates the sensor nodes, storage node and sink with
the secure data transfer mechanisms. The simulated results
encouraging and the security mechanisms are reliable.
Privacy- and integrity- preserving range queries [1] in WSN
have drawn people attention recently, a scheme to preserve
the privacy and integrity of range queries in sensor network.
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In a SafeQ protected two-tiered sensor network,
compromising a storage node does not allow the attacker to
obtain the actual values of sensor collected data and sink
issued queries. The correctness of this claim is based on the
fact that the hash functions and encryption algorithms used
in SafeQ are secure. For our scheme using neighborhood
chains, the correctness of this claim is based on the
following three properties that and should satisfy for a
query. First, items in form a chain. Excluding any item in the
middle or changing any item violates the chaining property.
Second, the first item in contains the value of its left
neighbor, which should be out of the range query on the
smaller end. Third, the last item in contains the value of its
right neighbor, which should be out of the range query on
the larger end. The remainder of this paper is structured as
follows. Section 2 presents review of literature. Section 3
presents proposed security mechanisms. Section 4 presents
simulator details. Section 5 provides experimental results
while the section 6 conclude the paper.

2. Proposed System Model Security
We consider the two tier architecture for modeling the
system and illustrate the mechanism to solve security
problems in two tier architecture. Two-tier Architecture
actually separates the layers. The sensors do not directly
communicate with the sink. There is storage node which is
specially meant for storing the data collected from sensor
nodes. This adds flexibility to the network. The sink can
make range queries on the storage node. However, this
network causes security problems when storage node is
compromised. Security attacks are made on storage node.

Figure 1: Architecture of two-tiered sensor networks
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Fig.1 The typical Two – Tier Architecture represents, there
are three different nodes involved in the architecture. They
are the sensor nodes, storage node and sink. The sensor
nodes are responsible to sense data from their surroundings
and send the collected at a to storage node. The storage node
cannot sense data. However, it can only store data. This data
is queried by sink. The sink is having access to storage node
and can obtain data required.
2.1 Threat Model
The sensor and sink involved in two tier architecture of
WSN are assumed to be trusted. They do not cause any
security problems to the network as per our assumption.
When the storage node is compromised the data will be lost.
We focus on protecting the storage node from malicious
attacks. The proposed solution ensures data and query
privacy, and data integrity.

Figure 2: A typical sensor node representation

2.2 Security Model
The security mechanism we have implemented is influenced
by the approach proposed by Chen and Liu. A secret key is
associated with every sensor in the WSN. Each sensor shares
it with the sink. The data sensed by the sensor is encrypted
using the secret key which is shared with sink. The
encrypted data and associated information is sent to storage
node. The protocol we implemented takes care of secure
communication among the three parties such as sensor node,
storage node and sink. When the sink makes query, the
storage node involves in the security mechanism and finally
sends requested data to sink after authenticating the sink.
The sink will be able to decrypt the data with the shared key
of the sensor from which the data has been collected.

3. Simulator
We used Omnet++ simulator and C++ programming
language which models a network among the storage node,
sensors and sink. The environment used for development
includes a PC with 2GB RAM, Core 2 Dual processor
running Windows 7 OS OMNeT++ IDE based on the
Eclipse platform. MiXiM is an OMNeT++ modeling
framework is used to model the sensor, storage node and
sink with Graphical User Interface (GUI). The Four
representations are presented here. Fig. 2 shows a typical
sensor node which can send data to storage node.

Figure 3: A typical storage node representation
As can be seen in fig. 3, the GUI encapsulates the storage
node. It simulates storage node behavior. The data sent by
sensor nodes is stored here. In turn it communicates with the
sink. The sign takes required data from the storage node as
per the two-tier architecture illustrated in fig. 1.

As can be seen in fig. 2, the GUI encapsulates the sensor
node. It simulates sensor node behavior. The data it senses is
sent to storage node. The communication between the
storage node and sensor nodes is for data transfer only. The
sensor nodes do not send data directly to sink.

Figure 4: A typical Sink node representation
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As can be seen in fig. 4, it encapsulates the sink node
behavior. It is responsible to collect data from storage node
as and when required. In fact it can make privacy and
integrity preserving range queries to storage node to obtain
required information.

4. Experimental Results

Figure 5: Fake Data representation
Figure 5: shows SafeQ detects attack successfully &
eliminates nodes which sends fake data.

5. Conclusion
In WSN two tier architecture causes security attacks as the
data is stored in storage node. The storage node is vulnerable
as the attackers make exclusive attacks on the storage node
only. Therefore it is inevitable to have a robust security
mechanism that can prevent the security problems in WSN
that uses two tier architecture. We implement a novel and
efficient protocol proposed by Chen and Liu [1]. The
protocol ensures encoded communication among the storage
node and sinks to ensure data integrity. Unlike prior art,
SafeQ prevents a compromised storage node from obtaining
a reasonable estimation on the actual values of sensor
collected data items and sink issued queries. We also build a
custom simulator of WSN where the sensor, storage node
and sink are simulated with their respective behavior.
We applied the protocol in order to test the network. The
experimental results revealed that the proposed security
mechanism is robust to attacks.
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In two-tiered Wireless Sensor Network, We applied the
SafeQ protocol in order to test the network in Integrity &
Privacy preserving manner which will effectively & securely
transfer data. Thus simulated results revealed that the
proposed security mechanism is robust to attacks.

6. Future Scope
We can extend this Security Mechanism for Homogeneous
& Heterogeneous WSN.
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